
THREE THINGS: LOOK
OVER THERE, NOT AT
TRUMP’S FAILURES
[UPDATE-1]
Trump’s Thursday morning tweet stirred up people
more than his average tweets do — which is
saying a lot since his average tweets are pretty
annoying. From what was he trying to redirect
our attention?

CECI N’EST PAS LA
VIOLENCE: THE
TREACHERY OF CHAD
WOLF
Wolf has been pushing this graffiti is violence
argument for days now. You’d think someone with
a bachelor’s degree in history would have
learned that graffiti is historically anything
but violence.

TRUMP’S RUMP
COVERER’S OTHER
MISSION: MILITARIZED
VOTER SUPPRESSION
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[UPDATE-3]
We all know Bill Barr has been hard at covering
Trump’s ass since he was sworn in. Now he’s
turning us into a banana republic complete with
secret security forces.

HAPPY ‘PRESIDENTIAL
HARASSMENT’ DAY!
[UPDATE-5]
We’ve been waiting too long for this day.

STILL DREAMING OF THE
AMERICAN DREAM
After the wholly repugnant speech Donald Trump
gave in South Dakota — on lands stolen from
Lakota and Dakota nations — it’s important to
remember one thing.

THE FOURTH AHEAD
AND THE FORGOTTEN
We want a slice of normalcy: a cold beverage in
hand, burgers on the grill, fireworks overhead,
fireflies after dark, family and friends all
around us. And we want it now. Some of us,
though, won’t get these things. Some of us have
been forgotten.
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THREE THINGS: THERE IS
REALLY ONLY ONE
THING
It’s ultimately all one thing: Donald J. Trump
needs to be removed from office for abuse of
power and dereliction of duty.

THREE THINGS:
BOUNTIES, BOUNTIES,
BOUNCE [UPDATE-1]
There’s an action item at the end of this post.
It’ll be more effort than Trump put into
protecting our troops in Afghanistan from
Taliban boosted by Russian secret bounties.

JIM JORDAN, KILLER
CLOWN
Jim Jordan, killer clown — an existential threat
to members of Congress who have to put up with
him while they represent the rest of us.
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THREE THINGS:
NUMBERS, HEARINGS
AND RACIST CODE
There’s always more than three things to address
but here’s three we should look at more closely
— Yesterday’s COVID-19 oversight hearing, the
data debacle in Tulsa, and racist facial
recognition.
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